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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1085218A2] The cylinder has a cylinder tube (11) with slots (15) and closed at one end. A sealed piston moves in the cylinder and
supports a force transfer element that protrudes from the slots. A flexible sealing band (17) inside the cylinder seals the slots and is held by a holder
unit (19) on both sides of the piston at the sealing surface of the cylinder inner wall. The sealing band has a pair of sealing lips (37) at the sealing
surface. Support surfaces (34) with support grooves are formed at the sealing face of the cylinder tube. The holder unit is formed with paired nose-
shaped holder ribs (32) formed at the sealing band and holder grooves (23) arranged in the slot area. The sealing band is formed so that when the
cylinder interior is pressure-free, the holder ribs engage the sealing band in the holder grooves and the sealing lips at the cylinder inner wall. The
support surfaces of the sealing band are spaced from the support surfaces (27) in the cylinder tube.
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